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Part  I1 
SOME ASPECTS OF THE THEORY OF ANALYTIC 
FUNCTIONS OF A COMPLEX VARIABLE 
I .  DETECTION OF SINGULARITIES O F  AN ANALYTIC 
FUNCTION GIVEN BY A TAYLOR SERIES 
I n  his lectures delivered a t  the Rice Institute in 1926 (15) 
the author gave some aspects of the general theory of 
singularities of an analytic function defined by its Taylor 
expansion. 
Since the appearance of these lectures, many mathemati- 
cians have worked on this subject. We shall give here only 
those of the new results which are related to  certain general 
principles discovered very recently. 
Let 
(1) CU,P (z = x + iy ) , 
be a Taylor series with a finite radius of convergence: 
0 < R  < 0 0 .  There exists a well known expression for R, 
called the Cauchy-Hadamard formula (15), 
It is also well known that  there exists a t  least one singu- 
larity of the functionf(z), obtained by analytic continuation 
of the series (l), which lies on the circle of convergence 
I z I  = R. But we shall first revise the definition of a singu- 
larity, and especially that  of a “singularity o f a  Taylor series.” 
Let D be a domain bounded by a Jordan curve C, and let 
f(z) be an analytic function, holomorphic in D. A point z’ of 
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C will be said to  be singular (or a singularity) forf(z), if zo 
being any point of D, and L:: a curve of Jordan joining zo t o  
z’, and having all its points in D (except of course the 
point z’), the radius of convergence of the Taylor series a t  a 
point l of L:: tends to  zero, when 
If zo is a point of D, bounded by a simple curve of Jor- 
dan, C, iff(z) is holomorphic in D, if 
tends (on Li:) to z’. 
( 3 )  
is the Taylor series of f(z) in zo, and if D contains the 
circle of convergence of (3), a singular point off(z) on C 
is said t o  be a singular point of the series (3). A singular 
point of ( 3 ) ,  on the circle of convergence, is therefore a point 
z’, situated on this circle, and such that  the radius of con- 
vergence of the Taylor series of the function given by the 
sum of ( 3 ) ,  in a point {, inside this circle, tends to  zero when 
l tends t o  z’ on a curve of Jordan lying inside the circle of 
convergence of (3). This definition is permissible since, if D1 
and D2 are two domains, both limited by Jordan curves, 
respectively, C1 and Cz, containing each the circle of con- 
vergence of ( 3 ) ,  and if fl(z) and f2(z) are respectively holo- 
morphic in D1 and D2 and have, both, in zo the Taylor 
expansion ( 3 ) ,  then the singularities of the two functions on 
the circle of convergence of (2) are the same. fl(z) is the 
analytic continuation of (3) in D 1 , f z ( z )  that  of (3) in Dz. I f  
D=DIUDz (D is composed of the points of D1 and those of 
D 2 ) ,  the function f(z) equal t o  fl(z) in D1, and equal t o  f2(z) 
in D2, is holomorphic in D. It is, in D, the analytic con- 
tinuation of fl(z), and that  of fi(z). It is also the analytic 
continuation of the sum (3) in D. The statement we have 
given above has t o  be formulated in the following manner: 
The series (1) has ut least one singular point on its circle of 
convergence. 
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I n  other words, the smallest distance t o  the origin of the 
set of all singularities of the series (1) is equal t o  R given by 
the equality (2). 
We shall now give a theorem which allows the actual 
determination of a singularity of a Taylor series on its circle 
of convergence. This theorem will furnish the smallest 
argument of the singularities of (3) situated on the circle 
of convergence. This theorem was proved by the author 
(13). 
THEOREM I. Let us suppose that 
has a f inite radius of convergence, 0 < Ro < a, and let us put 
f o r  h 5 0 ,  
D ( h )  = l L  1 a,hn+Cnlalhn-'+ * - * +a,l '1,. 
n =  (o 
D(h) is a continuous func t ion  at h=O and has a right-hand 
derivative at h =0, 
which satisjes the inequality 
I D'+(O) 1 5 1. 
Df+(0) =cos $0, 
If we write 
one of the two points, Roe", Roe+, is a singular point f o r  the 
series Canzn ,  and precisely that of its singularities which is,  
on the circle of convergence I Z I  = Ror the nearest to the point 
z = Ro. 
Let us consider the series 
(4) 
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If zo is a singularity of the seriesf(z), zo-l is a singularity of 
go(z) and conversely.1 The radius of convergence of (4) is 
equal to 
1 -=D(O). RO 
z+h Since the function go(z)- is holomorphic, in (z+h), for 
large l z + h ] ,  and regular a t  infinity, we may write (for 
large I z+h j ), 




(z"+C',Zn-'h+ * * +hn)dz=a,+C',an-lh+ ' * *+aohn. 
The radius of convergence of the series 
is equal t o  D(h) .  go(z) and gh(z) have the same singularities, 
except, possibly, the point zo=  -h, which may be a singu- 
larity for go(z) without being a singularity for g h ( z ) .  
Let us denote by S+(h) the region I z+h I >D(h) ,  by S-(h) 
the region lz+hj <D(h) ,  and by C(h)  their common boun- 
dary. Since g h ( z )  has all its singularities in S-(h)  =S-(h)  
+C(h),  and there is a t  least one singularity of gh(z) on C(h) ,  
we see tha t  D(h)  is positive for small positive values of h,  
and that  the intersection 
is not empty, and that  all the singularities of go(z) are in I ( h )  
closed : I ( h ) .  
~ ( h )  = s-(h)nS-(o) 
1 I f K  / b , / * / n = p ,  the series F(z)=&- converges for / z - - t l  > p ,  and diverges 
(z-1)"  
for 1 z - t l  < p .  A point z' is a singularity for the series F ( z  , i f  in a domain, D, 
bounded by a curve of Jordan, C, and containing the re ion I z - t (  > p ,  there exists 
a holomorphic function F l ( z ) ,  equal to F(z ) ,  in 12-f > p ,  and admitting z' as 
singularity (z' is then on C). 
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If z=RO is a singular point off(z), z=D(O) is a singular 
point of go(z), and obviously (since h >O) ,  
D(h) = D(0)  +h. 
Our theorem is in this case obvious. Suppose now tha t  
z-ho is a regular point of f(z), then z=D(O) is a regular 
point of go(z). Since I ( h )  is not empty, we have 
Therefore D(h) is continuous a t  h=O. 
Let us denote by p = Roeia the singular point on [ z [ = Ro 
of f(z), having the smallest absolute value of the argument 
(or one of them, if both points, Rot+. and Roe+ are singular 
points of f(z)). The point q =D(O)e-io is the singular point 
of go(z) on I z I  =D(O) with the smallest absolute value of the 
argument. Let A ( h )  denote the arc of C(h)  which is inside 
~ ( 0 ) .  Since there is no singularity of g h ( Z )  on ~ ( h ) - 2 ( h ) ,  
there exists a t  least one singularity of g h ( z )  on A(h). There 
is no singularity of go(z) on the part of C(0) which is outside 
C(h).  Since the points -h+D(h)&@ of C(h)  tend uniformly, 
with respect to 8, t o  the points of C(O), the points of A ( h )  
tending t o  points of the arc D(O)ei+, with I $ l  ~ c p ,  and, since 
the set of singularities of a series is closed, we see immediately 
tha t  the points of intersection of C(0) and C(h)  tend respec- 
tively to D(O)eia and D(0)e-".. 
The  circles C(h)  have in common with C(0) the points 
z = x h f  i y h  where 
D y h )  -D'(O) -- h 
2h 2' X h =  
and, by what precedes, 
which proves the theorem. 
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This theorem, proved by the author in 1937 (13), has two 
different aspects : a geometrical one, which is independent 
of the form by which is expressed the greatest (or the 
smallest) distance of a closed set t o  a point lying on a given 
straight line, and an analytical one expressed in the sim- 
plicity of the formula for cos 9. 
The geometrical principle has lately been generalized by 
many authors: von Mises, Paul LEvy, Bouligand, Perron, 
Dvoretzky and others. But the most remarkable general- 
ization of the two aspects of the theorem was given by 
Denjoy (6). We shall also remark that  the geometrical 
part could have been proved by using certain results of 
Goutcharoff. We shall give now some parts of Denjoy’s work. 
2. GENERALIZATION OF T H E  GEOMETRICAL P R I N C I P L E  
Let (a, b )  be a point varying in a closed region D, and 
let C(a, b)  be a simple closed Jordan curve, depending on 
the two parameters a and b. We shall say tha t  the curve 
C(a, b )  varies continuously with a and b, if Aa, Ab being 
such tha t  (a+Aa,  b+Ab)eD,  the least upper bound of 
quantities 6, such that  every circle of radius 6 about a 
point of C(a, b )  contains a point of C ( a + A a ,  b+Ab), and 
every circle of radius 6 about a point of C(a+Aa,  b+Ab),  
contains a point of C(a, b) ,  tends to  zero with IAal+ ( A b  I .  
Suppose now that, if (a, b)  varies in D, the set of all of 
the points ( x ,  y), of all the curves C(a, b ) ,  is included in a 
closed region D,; let A be a closed region in the four-dimen- 
sional space containing all the points which have coordinates 
(a, b, x,  y), (a, b)  being any point of D, ( x ,  y) being any 
point of D1. Let now F ( x ,  y; a, b )  be a continuous function in 
A,  such tha t  the equation of C(a, b )  is given, for every 
(a, b ) 4  by 
F ( x ,  y ;  a, b)  =o. 
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From the continuity of F ( x ,  y; a,  b )  in A, and from the 
fact t ha t  C(a, b )  is a simple closed Jordan curve when 
(a, b )  is in D, the point ( x ,  y) of C(a, b )  varying in D1, it 
follows that  C(a, b )  varies continuously with a and b. 
Indeed, (a, b)  being a point of D, if we trace about each 
point, ( x ,  y),  of C(a, b )  a circle with a given radius p > O ,  
and consider, by the Borel-Lebesgue theorem, a finite num- 
ber of these circles, covering C(a, b) ,  these circles form 
around C(a, b )  a channel, the function F ( x ,  y; a, b )  being, 
for all points of D1, which are outside this open channel, 
different from zero. Therefore, if I Aa 1 + I Ab I is sufficiently 
small, this is also true for F ( x ,  y; a+Aa, b+Ab), and the 
curve C(a+Aa, b+Ab) given by F ( x ,  y; a+Aa, b+Ab)=O 
is inside the channel, which proves our statement. 
We shall suppose tha t  the function F ( x ,  y; a,  b )  satisfies 
the following conditions 
dF aF  
aa  d b  (1) -, - exist and are continuous in A. 
(2) $ is different from zero, in A. We shall, for instance, 
suppose tha t  in A 
aF - <O. ab 
Since, on a curve C(a, b) ,  F ( x ,  y ;  a ,  b)=O, we see, by 
(2) ,  that  on the same curve we have for Ab>0, 
F ( x ,  y ;  a ,  b S A b )  <O. 
(3) We shall suppose that  on no arc of C(a, 6) the quantity 
d F .  - d F  
d a ' a b  
is constant. 
The  quantity 
a F * a F  
aa 'db q(x, y ;  a, b)  = -- 
will be called the rank of the point ( x ,  y)  on C(a, b ) .  
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The  points on a curve C(a, b)  having the same rank q 
will be said to  be conjugate to  each other. 
It is seen very easily that, if g ( X )  is a function defined 
for all the values X taken by F ( x ,  y; a, b )  in A, continuous 
and differentiable for these values, and is such that  g(0) =0, 
then the function 
y ;  4 b)  = g ( F ( x ,  Y; a, b ) )  
has the following properties: (I), (2), (3) are satisfied when 
F is replaced by a, and @(x ,  y; a, b)  =O defines the curve 
C(a, b). The rank of every point ( x ,  y) on C(a, b )  has the 
same value as when defined by means of the function F. 
Thus the rank of a point (x,  y )  on C(a, 6) is independent 
of the  choice of the function g. 
If there exists a one t o  one reciprocal correspondence 
between the  region D where (a, b )  varies and D’ where 
(c ,  d )  varies, the correspondence being such that  the quanti- 
tes  *, *, e, e exist, then, with the new variables (c ,  d )  the  ac  ad ac ad 
rank q1 is equal t o  
1) and (XI, Thus, if ( x ,  1 1 )  are conjugate points on the curve 
C(a, b ) ,  they are also conjugate when this curve is given with 
the parameters (c, d)  : C’(c, d )  =C(a(c, d ) ,  b(c ,  d ) ) .  
A necessary and sufficient condition in order tha t  the 
function 
F1(x, Y; c, 4 = F b ,  y ;  4 0 ,  b ) ,  d (a ,  b ) )  
dF1 
ad be such tha t  --go in the closed region, where the point 
( x ,  y, c, d )  varies, is tha t  in this region 
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aa ab q - - -#O.  ad ad 
Let us suppose this condition satisfied. There exist then 
two alternatives. From every inequality: (i) rank of (x, y) on 
C(a, b)  >rank of (xl, yl) on C(a, b) i t  follows t h a t :  (ii) rank 
of ( x ,  y) on Cf(c, d )  >rank of ( X I ,  yl) on Cf(c, d ) ;  or from 
every inequality (i) it follows that :  (iii) rank of (x ,  y) on 
Cf(c, d )  <rank of (xl, yl) on C’(c, d ) .  This follows a t  once 
from the relation 
I da ab I - -  
a t  a c  
aa ab 
a d a d  
#O.  
By a topological transformation of the xy plane into a 
x’y’ plane, the curve Cf(a, b)  which is the transform of 
C(a, b)  has the same equation F ( x ,  y; a, b)=O, where x 
and y are expressed as functions of x f  and y‘. The  point 
(x’ ,  y‘), on C’(a, b) ,  has the same rank as the corresponding 
point ( x ,  y), on the curve C(a, b) .  
The function F ( x ,  y; a,  b) having the described properties, 
and C(a, b)  being a simple closed Jordan curve, given as 
above by the equality F ( x ,  y; a, b)  =0, let us also introduce 
the following definitions. 
T h e  rank of a point ( x ,  y) on C(a, b)  will be denoted 
by q(x, y; a, b) .  If q(x1, yl; a, b)  < 4 ( x 2 ,  y2; a, b )  we shall 
say tha t  the point (xl, yl) precedes on C(a, b ) ,  the point 
( x z ,  y z ) ,  and tha t  ( x e ,  y2) follows the point (xl, yl). If E is 
a closed set on C(a, b ) ,  the subset of E where q has the 
smallest value will be said to  be the initial set of E; if there 
exists only one point having the smallest rank on E, this 
point will be said to  be the initial point of E. The  terminal 
set or point of E is the subset of E or the point of E with the 
greatest rank. We shall denote by e(X) =e@, a,  b )  the set 
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of points on C(a, b )  with rank X. All the points of e(X) are 
conjugate one to  another. The subset of e@, a, b ) ,  formed of 
points such tha t  every open arc of C(a, b )  containing such 
a point contains a point with a rank smaller than X, and 
a point with a rank greater than X will be denoted by 
e'(X) =e'@, a, b ) .  The points of e'(X) will be said t o  be 
strongly conjugate, the points of e@) - e'(X) weakly conjugate. 
C(a, b )  being a curve described above, let us denote by 
S(a, b)  the region where F ( x ,  y; a, b)  <O. On S(a, b )  =S(a, b)  
d F  +C(a, b ) ,  we have F ( x ,  y; a, b )  5 0 ,  and since - <0, we 
have in S(a, b) ,  if Ab>O, F(x,  y; a, b+Ab) <O. Thus 
S(a, b+Ab) contains S(a, b) .  I n  other words, S(a, b) ,  with 
a fixed, increases with b. This is the reason why b will be 
said t o  be the dilatation parameter of C(a, b) .  We shall also 
denote by S'(a, b)  the region where F ( x ,  y; a, b )  >O. 
Let H be a closed set of points belonging to D1. We shall 
suppose tha t  there exists values of a, such that  t o  such a 
value of a corresponds a t  least one value of b, the point 
(a, b )  being interior t o  D, the curve C(a, b )  containing a t  
least one point of H ,  S(a, b )  containing no point of H .  The 
set of such values a will be denoted by A ( H ) .  
If H is bounded, and if C R  is an open circle containing H ,  
we may equally well replace the xy plane by C R ,  the closed 
curve C(a, b )  by a simple Jordan arc C(a, b )  relating two 
points of the circumference of CR, the other points of C(a, b)  
being in C R .  
We shall now prove the following important theorem of 
Denjoy, which gives a theory of envelopes for a family of 
curves C(a, b ) ( 6 ) .  
THEOREM 11. To every point a of A ( H )  there corresponds 
only one value of b, b =$(a),  ruch that there exists at least one 
point of H on C(a, b ) ,  and n o  point of H in S(a, b) .  
ab  
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A t  every interior point a o f  A ( H ) ,  # ( a )  i s  continuous, har a 
right-handcontinuous right-hand derivative, #'(a+O), and a Zeft- 
hand continuous left-hand derivative, # ' (a-0) .  If H ( a )  denotes 
the set of points belongingto Hands i tua tedon r ( a )  = C(a ,  $(a))  : 
H ( a )  = H n r ( a ) ,  #'(a+O) is the rank of the initial set H l ( a )  
of H ( a ) .  #'(a -0) i s  the rank of the terminal set H 2 ( a )  of H(a) .  
Let I l ( a )  be the set of points such that in every circle about 
a point of the set there exirts a point of intersection of r ( a f A a )  
with r ( a ) ,  Aa  being positive and arbitrarily small. Let I z (a )  
be the set of points such that in every circle about a point of 
the set there exists a point of interrection of I'(a+Aa) with 
r ( a ) ,  Aa being negative and arbitrarily small. 
If @,(a) denotes the subset of F ( a )  on which the rank i s  
#'(a+O), and @,(a) the subset of r ( a )  on which the rank i s  
# ' (a-O),  then el(a) contains I l (a) ,  and &(a)  contains 1 2 ( a ) .  
If h l ( a )  is the set of points such that, in every circle about 
a point of the set there exists a point of H(a+Aa)  with Aa 
positive, arbitrarily small, and ;f hzla) is the set of points 
such that in every circle about a point of the set there exirts a 
point of H(a+Aa)  with Aa negative, in absolute value arbitrarily 
small, then H l ( a )  contains h l ( a ) ,  and H z ( a )  contains h z ( a ) .  
A point of I,(.) will be said to  be a characteristic point 
of r ( a )  corresponding to Aa>O, and a point of Iz(a)  a char- 
acteristic point of r ( a )  corresponding to Aa  <O. 
A point of @,(a) will be said t o  be a generalized charac- 
teristic point of r(a) corresponding to Aa>0 ,  and a point of 
@,(a) a generalized characteristic point of r ( a )  corresponding 
to Aa <O. 
It follows from this theorem that  
h ( a )  c H d a )  c @ , ( a ) ,  
I l ( a )  c e d a ) ,  
h.z(a) c H z ( a )  cez (a> ,  
lab) ceda) .  
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Let us now pass t o  the proof of Theorem 11. Suppose 
that, on C(a, b ) ,  there exists a point of H, and tha t  there 
is no point of H in S(a, b ) .  Since S(a, b+Ab) ,  A b > 0 ,  con- 
tains S(a, b) ,  there exists a t  least one point of H in S(a, 
b+Ab). And since S(a, b )  contains C(a, b-Ab)  with Ab>O 
(for S(a, b )  contains S(a, b - A b ) )  there is no point of H 
on C(a, b-Ab). Therefore no point (a, b+Ab) with A b # 0  
is such tha t  there exists a point of H on C(a, b+Ab), and 
no point of H in S(a, b+Ab). Therefore the value b having 
the above property is unique and b=$(a) .  
Let pl(a, b )  be the rank of the initial set of C(a, b) ,  and 
pz(a, b )  the rank of the terminal set of C(a, b) .  Since 
q(x, y ;  a, b )  is continuous in the closed region D (and there- 
fore uniformly continuous) i t  follows a t  once that, if ] A u l  
and I Ab I are sufficiently small, then the quantities pl(a, b ) ,  
p2(a, b )  differ as little as we want from the corresponding 
quantities p1(a+Aa ,  b+Ab), pz (a+Aa ,  b+Ab) ; for, as we 
have seen, every point of C(a, b)  is a t  a distance less than 
p from a point of C(a+Aa, b+Ab), and conversely, p de- 
pending only on 9, when IAa(  + \Ab1 < q .  
Let (a,b) beaninteriorpointofD,andsuppose]AaI + / A b \  > O  
is so small that  the line segment which joins (a, b)  to (a+Aa ,  
A b  
Au 
b+Ab) is in D. Let us denote the quantity - by r .  We have 
A F = F ( x ,  y ;  u+Au, b + A b ) - F ( x ,  y ;  a, b )  
(7)  
where (a, p) is a point of the line segment which joins 
(a, b)  t o  (a+Au, b+Ab) .  
dF 
d b  
Since - <0, the sign of AF is that  of Aa(q(x ,  y ;  a, p )  - T ) .  
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A positive quantity E being given, if 7 <pl(a, b)  - E ,  we 
have, if (x, y )  is on C(a, b) ,  
and since, if IAal + I Ab I is sufficiently small, 
7 < q ( x , y ;  a , b ) - E ;  
1 q(x, y ;  a, b)  - q b ,  y ;  a, PI 1 <;, 
q(x, y; a, P ) - 7 > 2 ,  
we see that, for I Aul + / A b  1 sufficiently small, 
E 
and AF has the sign of Au. But, on C(a, b ) ,  F ( x ,  y ; a, b )  =0, 
therefore, if 7 < p l ( a ,  b )  - E ,  if I Aa 1 + I Ab I is sufficiently 
small ( 1  Aul > O ) ,  and if (x, y) is a point of C(a, b) ,  then 
A F = F ( x ,  y; a+Au, b+Ab)  ZO. 
I n  other words, C(a, b) ,  and C ( a + A a ,  b+Ab) have no com- 
mon points. The same remark is obviously true for each 
case 
(8) T</.L~(u,  b ) - ~ ,  ~ < p l ( a + A a ,  b + A b ) - ~ ,  
~ > p z ( ~ ,  b ) + ~ ,  7 > ~ z ( a + A a ,  b + A b ) + ~ .  
If p l ( a ,  b )  <X <p2(a,  b ) ,  the set e@, a, b)  is not empty, 
and the sets El@, a, b) ,  E2(X, a, b ) ,  which are respectively 
composed of points of C(a, b )  where q <X and q > X ,  are 
not empty, and are composed, each, of a set of open inter- 
vals. We have obviously C(a, b )  =El+e+E2. If, in par- 
ticular, 
if I Aal + [Ab1 is sufficiently small, and if 
then E1(7-e ,  a, b)  is not empty and is in S ( a + A a ,  b+Ab) ,  
if Aa>O,  and, in S'(a+Aa,  b+Ab) ,  if Aa < O ;  E2(7+e,  a, b)  
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is not empty and is in S’(a+Aa, b+Ab), if Aa>O, and in 
S(a+Aa, b+Ab) if Aa <O. Indeed the fact that, for instance, 
E I ( T - E ,  a, b )  is in S(a+Aa, b+Ab) is seen by the following 
considerations: For each point of E 1 ( 7 - e ,  a, b ) ,  we have 
q < 7-  E ;  therefore, if I Au I + I Ab I is sufficiently small in 
order that  
I d x ,  y; a9 b)  -!& y; a, PI I <;, 
where a, p have the same meaning as in ( 7 ) ,  we shall have 
for points (x, y) of E ~ ( T - E ,  a  b )  : 
and, by ( 7 ) ,  A F = F ( x ,  y ;  a+Aa, b+Ab) < O  for every point 
(x, y), of B ~ ( T - E ,  a, b ) ;  in other words, these points are in 
S(a+Aa, b f A b ) .  The proofs for the other cases are anal- 
ogous. 
Let us denote by e(r, E, a, b )  the closed set of points of 
C(a, b )  for which we have 
T - € S q ( ( x ,  y; a, b )  ST+€. 
Since, between an open arc of E 1 ( 7 - e ,  a, b )  and an open 
arc of E2(7-e ,  a, b )  there exists necessarily a closed arc be- 
longing to  e(7, E ,  a, b ) ,  and such tha t  one of its extremities 
is a frontier point of E ~ ( T - E ,  a  b) ,  and the other extrem- 
i ty is a frontier point of B ~ ( T + E ,  a, b ) ,  we see tha t  there 
exist such closed arcs, and that  the curves C(a, b)  and 
C(a+Aa, b+Ab) intersect each other, if lAa1 + ] A b ]  is suf- 
ficiently small, the points of intersection belonging t o  the 
part e’(7, E, a, b )  of e(7, E ,  a, b ) ,  composed of closed arcs 
having each a common frontier with E 1 ( r - ~ ,  a, b )  and with 
B2(7+e, a, b) .  Every such closed arc of e‘(7, E, a, b )  con- 
tains an intersection point of the curves C(a, b) ,  C(a+Aa, 
b+Ab). 
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Suppose now tha t  Aa and Ab tend t o  zero in such a man- 
A b  
Aa ner tha t  T=- tends t o  X, with pl(a, b )  <X < p z ( a ,  b) .  
The  set e@, a,  b )  is obviously the intersection of all the 
sets e@, E, a, b ) ,  when E takes all positive values smaller 
than an arbitrary given quantity. By definition of the set 
e’@, a, b ) ,  every open arc of C(a, b )  containing a point of 
the set e’(X, a, b )  contains, for E > O  sufficiently small, a point 
of E1(X-r,  a, b) ,  and a point of E2(X+e, a,  b ) ;  thus, such 
an open arc of C(a, b )  contains, if I Aa I is sufficiently small, 
an intersection point of the curves C(u, b ) ,  C(a+Aa, b+Ab). 
Therefore, the set I(X, a, b ) ,  composed of all the points 
P of C(a, b)  such tha t  in every neighborhood of P there 
exists an intersection point of the curves C(a, b) ,  C(a+Aia, 
b+Aib), and this for a sequence Aia, Abi with Aia-tO, ---+A, 
is contained in e(X, a, b) ,  and contains e’(X, a,  b) .  We sup- 
pose here tha t  pul(a, b )  <X <pLp(a, b) .  
Ab 
Aa 
A . b  
A ~ u  
We see also, by the remarks made above, t ha t  if ---+A 
and if IAul is sufficiently small, E1(X-e, a, b )  is in S(a+Aa,  
b+Ab) if Aa >0, and in S’(u+Aa, b+Ab) if Au < O ;  E2(X+c, 
a, b )  is in S’(a+Aa, b+Ab), if Aa>O, and, in S(a+Aa,  
b+Ab), if Aa <O. 
We are now in a position to  prove systematically all the 
parts of Theorem 11. 
We have proved tha t  the function $(a)  exists when a 
belongs t o  A ( H ) .  Let us now prove tha t  this function is 
continuous a t  every interior point of A ( H ) .  If, for a se- 
quence Aia+O, we had +(a+Aia)+b >$(a),  S(a, b )  would 
contain no point of H ,  since S(a+Aia, +(a+Aia ) )  does not 
contain such a point, but S(a, b )  contains the curve C(a, 
$(a))=??(a), which contains, by definition, a point of H.  
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There would also be a contradiction in supposing that 
b <$(a).  Thus $(a) is continuous a t  every interior point 
of A(H). 
This proves also tha t  r (a )  varies continuously with a. 
Every point which is such that  in each of its neighborhoods 
there exists a point of H(a+Aa), with Au arbitrarily small, 
is therefore a point of r(a),  and, since H is a closed set, 
a point of H(a) .  
Therefore, if we denote by X,(a) and Xz(a) respectively 
the minimum and the maximum of the rank q on H ( a ) ,  
the set of the points Q such that  in every neighborhood of 
Q there exists a point of the interval [Xl(a+Aa), X,(a+Aa)], 
with Pa  arbitrarily small, is a point of the interval [Xl(a), 
Xz(a)]. I n  other words, we have 
(9) Xl(a) 5 limXl(a+Aa) 5 limXs(a+Au) 5Az(a). 
A T 3  4 a  = O  
On the other hand, by what we have seen above, if 
Aa > O  is sufficiently small, the set 
a+Aa, #(a+Aa) = E ~ ( T + E ,  a+Aa, $(a)+~Aa) 
( T =g), if i t  is not empty, is contained in S(a, $(a)), and 
therefore does not contain any point of H, and, a fortiori, 
any point of H(a+Aa). Therefore H(a+Aa) is a subset of 
r(a) -Ez (~ fe ,  a S A a ,  $(a+Aa>). 
I n  other words, the greatest rank on H(a+Aa) is not 
greater than T+E. Thus, for A a > O  sufficiently small, we 
have 
X ~ ( U ) - E  <X~(U+AU) ~ X ~ ( U + A U )  5 T + E = - + + ,  A$ 
Aa 
9 > h l ( U )  -2e .  
A a  
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We see also, since, if Aa > O  is sufficiently small, E1(7- e, 
a, +(a))with -7'4 (if i t  is not empty) is contained in 
S(a+Aa, +(a+Aa)), t ha t  the smallest rank on H ( a )  is not 
smaller than 7 - e .  T h a t  is t o  say, 
A a  
From the second equality (10) and (11) it follows a t  once 
tha t  the right-hand derivative +'+(a) of +(a) exists and is 
equal t o  h ( a ) .  
We prove in the same manner that  the left-hand deriva- 
tive +'-(a) exists and is equal t o  h2(a ) .  It follows then, from 
the first inequality (lo), t ha t  if Au tends to  zero by positive 
values, Xl(a+Aa) and X2(a+Aa) tend, both, t o  Xl(a). Thus 
the right-hand derivative of + a t  the point a+& tends, 
when Aa .C 0, to  the right-hand derivative +'+(a). This right- 
hand derivative is continuous a t  right, and we have 
We shall write +'(a+O) instead of +'+(a+O) or instead 
of +'+(a). We can prove in the same manner that  
+'(a-O) =+'-(O) =+l_(a-O) =x2(a)  = Max p(x, y ;  a, +(a)). 
(2, v)rH(d 
Now, since, when Aa.C 0, A+ ----7 - tends t o  +'(a+O), and 
A a  
since the set I(+'(a+O), a, $(a))  (for the significance of 
I ( x ,  a, b )  see above) is contained in e($'(a+O), a, +(a)), we 
see tha t  
W b f O ) ,  a, +(a>) =11(a>, 
e(+'(a+o>, a, +(a>) = el(4, 
11(4 ce,(a). 
I&) ce,(a). 
We prove in the same manner tha t  
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The rank of the points of H(a+Aa)  is a quantity belong- 
ing t o  the interval [Xl(a+Aa),  &(a+Aa)]. But we have 
seen tha t  
lim Al(a+Aa) = lim Xz(a+Aa) =A,(a). 
Aa++O AQ++O 
This proves tha t  h l (a )  c H , ( a ) .  
The Theorem I1 is therefore completely proved. 
We can prove in the same manner that  I z z (a )cHz(a ) .  
Let us now consider some applications of Theorem 11. 
Let C(h, 0) be a circle with center a t  the point z =  -h 
(z=x+iy) ,  and radius D. The  equation of this circle may 
be written in the following manner (D and D1 are here the 
half and complete planes, respectively of the points (h ,  0) 
and ( x ,  y),  except the points a t  infinity): 
F(x,  y ;  h,  0) =(x+h)2+y2-02=0, 
the parameter of dilatation being D, the region S(h,  D), 
where F<O, is the interior of C(h, 0). The  rank, q, of a 
point of C(h, 0) is the quantity 
dF.dF  x + h  
and therefore, if the equation of this circle is given in the form 
z =  -h+De", 
we see immediately tha t  
-_ -=- 
d h ' m  D ' 
x f h  
D q=-=coso. 
If H is a closed set of points in the xy plane, and if the 
point z =  -h does not belong t o  H ,  there exists a value D, 
such that  there is a t  least one point of H on C(h, D), and 
no such point in S(h ,  0). But, by Theorem 11, there exists 
then only one such value D=D(h) .  On r ( h )  =C(h, D(h))  
there exists a t  least one point of H ,  and there is no such 
point interior t o  this circle. D(h)  has a right-hand deriva- 
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tive D’+(h) =D’(h+O), and a left-hand derivative D‘_(h) 
=D’(h-0), both of these being respectively right-hand and 
left-hand continuous with respect t o  h. D’(h+O) is there- 
fore the rank of the initial set H l ( a )  of H ( h )  = H n r ( h ) ,  and 
D’(h-0) t ha t  of the terminal set H z ( a )  of H ( h ) .  I n  other 
words, since, in writing the equation of r ( h )  in the form 
z= -h+D(h)eiw, 
the rank of a point z on r ( h )  is cos w ,  we may say tha t  the 
quantity D’(h+O) is equal t o  cos wl, where w1 is such tha t  
one of the two points (or both) of the form 
z= -h+D(h)e*’w1 
is the point of H, which is, on r(h), the nearest t o  the point 
-h -D(h) ;  and tha t  D’(h-0) is equal t o  cos w 2 ,  where w 2  is 
such that  one of the two points (or both) of the form 
z= -h+D(h)e*i.2 
is the point of H, which is, on r(h), the nearest t o  the point 
- h + D(h)  . 
1 
L If we put D=-, and if we write the equation of the same 
circle C(h, D), which with the parameters h, L,  will be de- 
noted by Cl(h, L ) ,  in the form 
1 
L2 F1(x, y ;  h, L)  =--(x+h)2-y2=Oy 
then the region Sl(h, L )  where F1<0 is the exterior region 
of the circle Cl(h, L ) ,  and L is the dilatation parameter, since 
Sl(h, L+AL) contains Sl(h,  L )  if AL>O. Now the rank 
p(x, y;  h, L )  is given by 
p = - ( x + h )  L3 = - L2 cos w ,  
where cos w has the same meaning as above. If L(h)  is such 
that  there exists a point of H on Cl(h, L (h ) )  and no such 
point in Sl(h,  L(h)) ,  then, by Theorem 11, L’(h+O) and 
L’(h-0) exist, and, for example, L’(h+O) is equal t o  the 
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minimum of -L2 cos w,  when the point -h+D(h)eiu 
(D (h)  =- ) is any point of H o n  Cl(h, L (h ) ) .  But since 
L ( h )  
L'(h+O) = -D'(h+O)L2, we see that  
-D'(h+O)Lz=min (-Lz cos w )  = -L2 max cos w ,  
(-h+D(h)eiu on Hnc,(h,  L ) ) .  
D'(h+O) =cos (min I w l ) ,  (-h+D(h)eiu on 
Thus 
(12) 
Hnc(h, D) 1. 
If we recall the geometrical meaning of D(h)  in Theorem I, 
and if we take, for H ,  the set of singularities of the series (4), 
we see immediately tha t  the last equality is exactly the 
Theorem I, with the difference that,  in Theorem I, we give 
the analytic expression of D(h),  and that  (12) is given for 
h=O. 
Consider now, as curves C of Theorem 11, the straight 
lines C( e, p )  given by the equation 
F ( x ,  y; e, p ) = p - x  COS 8-7 sin e=O, 
D and D1 being the complete planes of (e, p )  and (x, y) 
except the point at  infinity.' The region S(e, p ) ,  where 
F <O, is the open half-plane, bounded by C( e, p ) ,  containing 
points ( - p  cos e, - p  sin e) with p>O,  arbitrarily large. 
The dilatation parameter is p .  
(13) 
following manner 
where t is a real parameter, varying in (- 43, a). The 
The  rank q ( x ,  y;  e, p )  is given by 
q = y  cos e+x sin e. 
The affix, z, of a point on C(e, p )  may be written in the 
2 =e"@+it), 
'In this case we should replace the xy plane by a circle C,, and consider the 
corresponding sets in CW But since R is arbitrarily large, we neglect C,. As it is 
seen below, in this case, we consider a bounded set H. 
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absolute value of t is the distance from the point (x ,  y),  
(z=x+iy) ,  on C(e, p )  t o  the point pie-the foot of the 
perpendicular from the origin to  the straight line C( e, p ) .  
t is positive for the points of C(e, p )  which lie on the part 
obtained by rotation of the ray z = p r e i s [ r > = l )  about the 
point peio through a positive right angle. It is negative for 
the other points of C( e, p ) .  It follows immediately from (13) 
that  q =t. 
If H is a closed and bounded set of points, the set A(H) is 
composed of all the values e ( -  m < e <  m )  [here a is 
replaced by e). There exists, by Theorem 11, a function 
p (  e) such that  there is no point of H in S(e, p (  e)), but there 
exists such a point on A(e)=C(e, p ( e ) ) .  By this theorem 
p’(e+O) exists and is equal t o  the smallest value of t such 
tha t  z = P ( p ( e ) + i t )  is a point of A(8) belonging t o  H ;  
p’(e-0)  exists, and is equal t o  the greatest value o f t  such 
tha t  z=e ie (p (e )+i t )  is a point of A ( e ) ,  belonging t o  H. 
Therefore the set H [  e), composed of the points of H situated 
on A (  e), is situated between the two points 
these two points belonging to  H .  
These latter statements were first proved by P6lya (17). 
A great part  of other important theorems of P6lya, relative 
to  the determination of the singularities of a Taylor series 
(the set H )  by means of p ( e )  and its derivatives, have been 
proved by Denjoy, in the paper cited, starting with Theorem 
11. Denjoy gives also very interesting relations between the 
function D(h),  which appears in Theorem I and P6lya’s 
function p (  e). This allows him to  reestablish the relationship 
between the position of the singularities of the series (4) and 
the growth of the entire function F ( z )  = zn, the 
relationship discovered by P d y a  (17). 
eis(p(e) +ip’(e-O)) ,  ~ ( p (  e )  f i p ’ ( e + O ) ) ,  
n !  
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We shall close our lectures with the following theorem, 
which is essentially based on Theorem I, and which was 
proved by the present author (14). 
THEOREM 111. I f  the radius of convergence of the series 
a,zn is equal to un i t y ,  i f  lim I ani\ = 1, and ;f there exists a 
constant 6 >0, such that i n  the circle I z /  <S, no polynomial of 
the sequence 
vanishes, then there exists at least one singular point of the 
Taylor series, of afix eiq zvith 
cos p &  lim R-. 
* =  m 
d&) =aOzni+C',,alz"'-'+ * ' *ani (2.21) 
- an,-, 
t = F O  ani 
We see, by this theorem, that  if lz *l= 1, the other 
ani 
conditions of this theorem being satisfied, then the point 
z = 1 is a singular point for the Taylor series. 
With the same notations as in Theorem I, we have, for 
There exist two constants k > O  and L>O such that 
(a,( < L k n ( n z O ) ,  
therefore 
I d,(z) I = I aozn+C1,alzn-l. . +an]  $ L (  I z I  n+C;k I zI n-1 
-+ . . . + kn) = L( I z I fk).. 
Since dni(z) do not vanish in I z/ <6, we can define Arg  dnj(z) 
in this circle in a continuous manner by defining Arg d,, (0) 
as Arg ani with the value situated in the interval [0, 2n). 
The functions 
log dni(z) =log J dnj(z) 1 +iArg dJz) 
are then holomorphic in I z I  <a, and their real parts satisfy 
the inequality 
R(Iog dni(z))=Iog ( d n i ( ~ ) (  Slog L+ni log ( k + 6 ) .  
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Thus the family of functions 
log d d z )  
ni q n i ( z )  = 
is such that  their real parts are bounded, and therefore the 
family is normal, in I z I  <6. It is then possible t o  extract 




a, lim R ‘ m i - 1 -  lim R % - I  - 
a m i  ani 
6 
2 
log d m j ( z )  tends in I zI 6- uni- (2) the sequence cpmi(z) = 
mi 
formly t o  a limit, when j-t 00 , this limit being holomorphic 
in this circle, since then 
We have, on the other hand, the following equality, 
which is easy to  prove 
and in I z I <6, we have 
d’n(z) = ndn-l(z) , 
6 We have therefore by (14), for 0 ~h 5- 2’ 
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We have also, since D'+CO) exists (Theorem I), and since 
D(O)= lim Ia,I'/"=I, 
2 log D ( h )  D'+(O) = (log D(h))'+(h -0) = lim 
h = + O  h - 
lim R-- d m j  - 1(0) - lim E-. a m i  - 1 
j = m  d,(O) j = m  a m i  
- 
= a =  lim Ra"-'. 
a n i  
But, by Theorem I, there exists a singularity of &,zn, of 
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